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Motivation

Previous literature: distortions → dispersion in MP of factors.

Hopenhayn-Rogerson (’93): firing cost → MPL 6= w .

Hsieh-Klenow (’09): wedges in FOC’s → MP dispersion
across units.

This paper:

Can we think of a setting in which increased productivity
dispersion increases output and welfare?

Is such a setting consistent with the data?



Main idea

Single-plant firms

identical plants with cash flow π.

fixed-size investment costs cF , but no external finance.

if π < cF =⇒ no investment, MP dispersion = 0.

Multi-plant firms

internal finance: each firm can pool cash flows across its
plants and invest in some of them.

MP dispersion across units > 0.

Takeaway: observed productivity dispersion = inefficient
distortions + constrained efficient behavior.



Roadmap

1. Empirical Motivation: Do we see multi-plant firms? Is MP
dispersion within firms significant?

2. Theory: build a model of multi-plant firms with two types of
frictions:

technological: non-convexities at the plant level.

financial: collateral constraint + fixed external financing cost.

3. Quantitative Analysis: calibrate to US manufacturing sector,
run simulations, analyse ρ(σ,Y ), robustness checks.

Main findings: > 50% of productivity dispersion is accounted for
by optimal firm behavior.



Empirical Motivation



Data

Annual Survey of Manufacturers, Census of Manufacturers,
Longitudinal Business Database (confidential datasets).

US manufacturing sector, establishment-level data.

1972-2010.

≈ 55k plants observed per year: 2.1 M total observations.



How prevalent are multi-plant firms?

Finding #1: Most of aggregate K , L is accounted for by
multi-plant firms.



Does dispersion occur across or within firms?

Finding #2: Most of the dispersion of real returns on capital and
of investment rates occurs within firms, not across firms.
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Analogous expression for dispersion of investment rates.



Finding #3: Most within-firm dispersion of investment rates is
driven by large investment spikes, i.e., investment is lumpy.



Theory



A Model of a Multi-Plant Firm - Plant level

Technology:

ynt = zntk
α
nt

knt+1 = (1− δ)knt + int

Productivity process:
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Technological friction

Fixed + quadratic adjustment costs:
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Cash flow:

πnt = zntk
α
nt − θ(int , knt)



A Model of a Multi-Plant Firm - Firm level

Cash flow:

Πt = πAt + πBt

Only firms can organize external financing Bt+1.

iAt + iBt = It ≤ Πt + Bt+1



Financial friction

Collateral constraint: a firm may divert 1
λ of Bt+1 to its

private benefit, so they must pledge ξ of Kt as collateral.
Lenders lend s.t.

Bt+1

λ
≤ ξKt

Fixed cost of external financing:

Θ(Bt+1,Kt) =


0 if Bt+1 = 0

ζKt if 0 < Bt+1 ≤ ξλKt

∞ if Bt+1 > ξλKt



Firm’s Problem

Let the state be Zt = {zAt , zBt}, Kt = {kAt , kBt}.

V (Zt , Kt) = max
iAt ,iBt ,Bt+1

Πt − It −Θ(Bt+1,Kt) + βE [V (Zt+1, Kt+1) |Zt , Kt ]

s.t. k ′nt = (1− δ)knt + int ; n = A,B

Bt+1 ≤ ξλKt

It ≤ Πt + Bt+1

Three non-convexities: plant-level adjustment cost ψ, external
financing cost ζ, and collateral constraint ξλ.



What might we expect?

Benchmark model : only friction is the quadratic investment cost.

Fixed costs (ζ > 0 and ψ > 0): less frequent, lumpier
borrowing and investment, higher dispersion of capital returns
due to inaction. Synchronized investment if λ = ∞.

Collateral constraint + fixed investment costs (λ < ∞ and
ψ > 0): staggered investment.



Quantitative Analysis



Calibration



Simulations I: Collateral Constraints → Staggered
Investment



Simulations II: Social Value of Multi-plant Firms

Can the rise in dispersion observed within the firm be associated
with higher output? =⇒ Yes, multi-plant firms ‘undo’ the
collateral constraint.



Evidence for collateral constraints I: staggered investment

Probit Model

Synchronized Investment:
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jt = 1|Xjt) = Φ(Xjtβ) ; Xjt : firm level controls
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Probit estimated separately for deciles along pledgeable
collateral.

only 2 plant firms considered.



Evidence for collateral constraints II: within-firm dispersion



Robustness: Are firms random collections of plants?

In other words, why should within-firm dispersion be interpreted as
optimal firm behavior?

If plant-level investment is driven purely by plant-level
characteristics then within-firm dispersion occurs by chance
and has no economic interpretation.

H0: firm affiliation is irrelevant =⇒ randomizing plants
between firms should not alter dispersion decomposition.

H0 rejected: dispersion decomposition is significantly different.



Final remarks

Conclusion: productivity dispersion need not exclusively reflect
distortions.

Key ingredients: multi-plant firms + technological and
financial frictions.


